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Abstract

It has been criticized that the Venice Charter of 1964 characterizes so much of Western value of architecture and its

conservation, despite its significant contribution towards an international conservation approach. Since the 1970s some

countries have drawn up their own conservation guidelines to supplement the limitations of the Venice Charter. When

we review critically those documents, we find a change in the Western dogma of heritage. Although the Burra Charter

of 1979(last version in 1999) and the China Principles of 2002 accept the general philosophy and concepts of the Venice

Charter but make responses to special local needs. The Burra Charter has redressed a current Western bias which has

permeated global conservation practices, responding to the Australian context. The China Principles also meet special

national needs but in accordance with recent international practices. For this reason, the Burra Charter and the China

Principles are regarded as well established in national conservation practices but also as representing each country's

contribution to contemporary international conservation practices
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1. Introduction

As the conservation of cultural heritage resources

has become a global issue, there has been a growing

recognition about Eurocentrism in the field of global

conservation practices. With this recognition, there has

been criticism that the Venice Charter of 1964 is based

on European conditions in its approach. So strongly are

European attitudes to architecture and its conservation

embedded in the Venice Charter, that it has skewed all

conservation thinking towards the concept of the

European-type monument. Since the 1970s some

countries have drawn up their own conservation

guidelines to supplement the limitations of the Venice

Charter. The Charter for the Conservation of P laces of

Cultural Significance, or the ‘Burra Charter’, was

developed in 1979 for the Australian context. The

Burra Charter was the first to be written for a specific

country application after the venice Charter.

Promulgated in 2000 by China ICOMOS, the Principles

for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in China – ‘the

China principles' are the first set of professional

guidelines for the conservation and management of

cultural heritage in China. The purposes of this paper

are to compare the Venice Charter, the Burra Charter

and the China Principles from a socio-cultural point of

view, to identify how the Burra Charter and the China

Principles make responses to respective local contexts,

and to explore their contribution to an international

approach for the conservation of heritage structures

and sites.

2. The Venice Charter

The development of the concept of respecting the

authenticity of ancient monuments

After the Second World War, most European countries

began to reconstruct their cities and to stimulate economic

growth. As a result, the physiognomy of historic cities in

Europe was dramatically changed in the aim of
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reconstruction. Change was rapid and many ancient

monuments and sites were replaced by modern and often

high‐rise buildings. Restoration architects in Europe

recognized that it was necessary to discuss the future of

ancient monuments at an international level. An

international meeting on architectural conservation was

organized in Venice in 1964. The conference developed

The International Charter for the Conservation and

Restoration of Ancient monuments and Sites or 'the

Venice Charter'. Once the Charter was formulated it was

adopted as the ethical guideline for the International

Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) and became

the benchmark for the principles governing heritage

conservation and restoration for over 40 years.

The Venice Charter consists of sixteen articles that

define ancient monuments and set out guidelines for their

treatment. Notably the Charter was a prospective

document in the 1960s when it was produced. The Charter

newly introduced the concept of protecting historic areas

and the concept of a monument which was enlarged to

embrace not only great works of art but also modest

works.(Article 1) The most significant contribution of the

Venice Charter was the development of a critical approach

to conservative restoration of ancient monuments and

sites. Its nuclear idea is the concept of respecting the

authenticity of the original integrity of monuments. The

Charter advocates the important principles of minimum

intervention. Its prime purpose of conservation is to

ensure the authenticity of the historic and aesthetic value

of ancient monuments. Article 9 declares:"

“The process of the restoration is a highly

specialized operation. Its aim is to preserve and

reveal the aesthetic and historic value of the

monument and is based on the respect for the

original material and authentic documents....”

The concept of respecting the authenticity of the

aesthetic and historic value of the monument to be

restored is the consummation of progress in the European

stance towards restoration. During the nineteenth century,

in Europe, most interventions aimed at improving the

artifact's physiognomy with little respect for the

authenticity of the original integrity of ancient

monuments. At that time every monument was regarded

as a "stylistic unit" which both integrated and abolished

the characteristics of the individual parts of the monument

being restored, thereby overriding the authenticity of the

original monument. The principle of "unity of style" was

severely criticized by people such as John

Ruskin(1819-1900) and William Morris(1834-1896) who

prepared the ground for the anti-restoration movement,

the task of which was to preserve the authenticity of the

original form of ancient monuments. The concept of

respecting the authenticity of the original integrity of

monuments received much attention among the restoration

architects of Europe, and at last was to pave the way for

the most basic principle of the Venice Charter of 1964.

Therefore, it can be argued that the Venice Charter is

inevitably based on European conditions and attitudes in

its approach.

Criticism of the Venice Charter

It is arguably not an overstatement to posit that the

Charter has been dominated by the European attitude to

architecture and its conservation. For instance the Venice

Charter conceives of the notion of 'monument’ within terms

determined by the European cathedrals or palaces. Perhaps

the most important idea which the Venice Charter embodies

is the concept of ‘anastylosis’. Anastylosis, which literally

means 'raising columns’ is the procedure used in dealing

with ancient temples. Anastylosis aims to assist in

understanding of the image of archaeological remains by

consolidating insitu fragments and re‐assembling pieces

scattered around archaeological sites. The concept of

‘anastylosis’ is closely related to ancient monuments such

as classical cathedrals or temples in the European sense.1)

The Venice Charter conceives the notion of the

European type‐monument intended to exist perpetually

as an architectural treasure. However, the concept of

‘monument’ which conceives ‘perpetuation’ in its

terminology runs counter to the value of some societies,

which do not produce a large number of monumental

buildings and do not emphasize the permanence of

structure. According to P. Oliver, in some societies more

cultural weight is placed on symbolic and religious values

rather than on European values of aestheticism, historical

continuity, materialist wealth.2) The Venice Charter is not

sufficiently suitable for dealing with vernacular structures

in societies outside Europe or European based cultures.

The Venice Charter remains unrevised to this day. It still

stands today as a universal document establishing

standards for historic conservation. After conducting a

critical review of the Venice Charter, Cevat Erder stated

that it was difficult to develop another comprehensive and

effective charter like the Venice Charter and thus the

1) Lewis, Miles, 'Conservation: A Regional Point of View’. In

Max Bourke, Miles Lewis, Bal Saini (eds), Protecting the
Past for the Future, Australian Government Publishing
Service, Canberra, 1983, pp.3-11.

2) Oliver, Paul, 'Cultural Issues in Conservation Implementation’.

In R. Zetter (ed), Conservation of Buildings in Developing
Countries, Oxford Polytechnic Department of Town

Planning, Working Paper No. 60, 1982, pp.2-13
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Venice Charter should be protected as it stands, as an

historic monument itself.3) On the other hand, Lemaire

insisted that the Charter could not be viewed as an

international doctrine. Its basic principles could be changed

if time and circumstance showed the necessity for this.4)

3. The Burra Charter

Background

Since the 1970s some countries have drawn up their

own conservation guidelines The first such national

charter was developed in Australia. The Australian

practitioners found that the Venice Charter was not

suitable for Australian conditions. Australia was settled in

1788 by Europeans. But the history of Aboriginal sites

goes back to 40,000 years ago. Most of Australia’s

Aboriginal sites are little related to European criteria of

architectural aesthetic. By the mid 1970s, there was little

government legislation and no established conservation

guideline for historic buildings and sites in Australia. The

Australian practitioners recognized the need for new

concepts of cultural heritage resources and new

philosophy and methodologies for conserving such

heritage resources in the Australian context. At last the

Burra Charter, The Charter for the Conservation of P laces

of Cultural Significance was drawn up in the historic town

of Burra in Australia in 1979. The Charter was the first to

be written for a specific country application after the

Venice Charter of 1964. The Charter was intended to be

changed with times and specific conditions while the

Venice Charter remains unrevised. The Burra Charter was

revised in 1981 and 1988 with a third, major revision in

1999.

The Burra Charter which consists of 34 articles is

divided into four sections ‐Definitions(Articles 1.1‐1.10),

Conservation Principles (Articles 2 to 13), Conservation

Processes (Articles 14 to 25) and Conservation Practices

(Articles 26 to 34). The Charter is self‐contained, but

aspects of its use and application are further explained in

the four documents ‐Guidelines to the Burra Charter;

Cultural Significance, Guidelines to the Burra Charter:

Conservation Policy, Guidelines to the Burra Charter;

Procedures for Undertaking Studies and Reports; and

Code on the Ethics of Coexistence in Conserving

Significance Places. In drafting the Burra Charter, the

Australian practitioners found that there was a need to

3) Erder, Cevat, ‘The Venice Charter Should be Protected as

an Historic Monument’, The Journal of Faculty of
Architecture, Middle East Technical University, Vol. 3 No.
2, Fall, 1977, pp. 167-190.

4) Jokilehto, Jukka, 'A History of Architectural Conservation,’

Ph.D thesis, University of York, 1986, p. 442.

establish common conservation language throughout

Australia. For instance, the term 'restoration' was used to

encompass all aspects of saving buildings. Such vague

terms often lead to confusion or inappropriate

conservation.5) Thus the Burra Charter begins defining the

basic conservation terminologies including 'cultural

significance', 'conservation', 'maintenance', 'preservation',

'restoration', 'reconstruction', etc., which are essential to

understanding the Charter and provide internal consistency.

The Burra Charter accepts the basic philosophy and

concept of the Venice Charter. The Venice Charter

advocates the principle of minimum intervention. The

Burra Charter also advocates such cautious approach to

change. The Charter states that “Conservation is based on

a respect for the existing fabric, use, associations and

meanings. It requires a cautious approach of changing as

much as necessary but as little as possible.”(Article 3.1)

‘place’ vs ‘monument’

The Burra Charter follows the general ideas of the

Venice Charter but is tailored to special Australian

conditions. Thus there are several significant differences

between the Venice Charter and the Burra Charter. The

most important distinction is the use of the term 'place'

instead of 'monument' which has been the main target of

the Venice Charter. The concept of 'monument' is not

suitable for Australia's Aboriginal sites because the

Aborigines built their structures with ephemeral materials

and placed more cultural weight on the natural

environment than on any structure they built.(Fig.1)

Fig. 1 Dome-shaped shelters in the Aboriginal village

The use of term ‘place’ is based on the recognition that

the heritage value of a structure is enhanced by the

settings to which it is found. 'Place' means site, area,

land, landscape, building or other work, group of buildings

or other works, and may include components, contents,

spaces ad views.(Article 1.1) The concept of 'place'

should be broadly interpreted. The elements described in

Article 1.1 may include memorials, trees, gardens, parks,

5) Brooks, Graham, 'The Burra Charter: Australia's Methodology

for Conserving Cultural Heritage,' P laces, Vol. 8 No. 1,
1992, pp. 84-88
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places of historical events, urban areas, towns, industrial

places, archaeological sites and spiritual and religious

places. According to M. Pearson and S. Sullivan, a place

has no visible evidence of human activity and is the site

of a past event of importance or the embodiment of a

particular belief or legend.6) In this sense, the notion of

'place' covers not only physical aspects but also non‐

physical aspects such as human activities and cultural

traditions that have guided the activities. In fact, it was

introduced partly to accept those situations where

traditional values and intangible aspects are more

important than the physical fabric itself, and where

cultural values are attached to natural environment.7) The

concept of 'place' makes the Charter no longer fabric‐

bound, enabling it to be applied to all types of places of

cultural significance including natural and indigenous

sites.

'cultural significance' and its assessment

Another significant idea in the Burra Charter is the

emphasis on the need for a 'thorough understanding of

the cultural significance of a place'.(Article 6) Ultimately

the value of cultural places depends on the recognition

that society affords them. The practitioners need to

understand in detail the nature of the significance of the

place to society, so that appropriate management can

occur to conserve the place. However evaluations by

human beings are necessarily subjective and sometimes

can be swayed by the evaluator's response to the way the

heritage presents itself. If adequate significance

assessment is not undertaken, it is possible that

management decisions will be made that inadvertently

destroy or diminish important aspects of the place's

significance. 'Significance assessment' clarifies why the

site is important and evaluates how much it is important.

The Burra Charter developed a process for significance

assessment to test 'cultural significance'. In the Charter

the concept of 'cultural significance' helps in estimating

the value of a place (Article 2.1 of Guidelines to the Burra

Charter: Cultural Significance) and is the key concept in

the Burra Charter. In fact, two terms ‐'place' and

'cultural significance' appear in the formal title of the

Burra Charter, which is 'The Australia ICOMOS Charter

for Places of Cultural Significance'. The Venice Charter

states that the aim of restoration is to preserve and reveal

6) Pearson, Michael & Sullivan, Sharon, Looking After
Heritage P laces: The Basic of Heritage P lanning for
Managers, Landowners and Administrators, Melbourne

University Press, p.5

7) William Logan, 'Introduction: Voice form the periphery: the

Burra Charter in Context' Historic Environment, Vol. 18
No 1, 2004, pp.2-8

the aesthetic and historic value of the monument.

However the Burra Charter declares that the aim of

conservation is to retain or recover the 'cultural

significance' of a place (Article 2.2) and defines 'cultural

significance' as meaning "aesthetic, historic, scientific,

social or spiritual value for past, present, or future

generations."(Article 1.2)

The concept of ’social value’

'Social value' is an important concept which

distinguishes the Burra Charter from the Venice Charter

which is concerned primarily with the aesthetic and

historical value of ancient monuments. The Burra Charter

widened the concept of 'significance' to include 'social

value'. Social value means “the qualities for which a place

has become a focus of spiritual, political, national or other

cultural sentiment to a majority or minority

group.”(Article 2.5 Guideline to Burra Charter: Cultural

Significance) The Venice Charter assumes that past

additions, modifications and diminutions are a significant

part of the historic value of the monument. Contemporary

or social value tends to be seen as a subordinated value.

However, historic environment is not just the past, but the

present interacting with the past. The Venice Charter is

more focused on protecting the artistic achievement of the

past rather than accepting the contemporary or social

value of a site that has cultural continuity as an element

of 'cultural significance'. This is problematic in Australia,

which consists of many ethnic groups, because it has

faced the necessity of confronting different aspects of the

significance of sites to different groups in the

community.(Fig.2)

Fig. 2 Chinese Temple, Atherton, Australia: There are a number
of Chinese Temples around Australia that are of value to
local Chinese communities.

Especially, Aboriginal heritage is a subtle problem in

Australia. Living Aboriginal sites assimilate concepts such

as cultural continuity and change, the significance of

natural environment, and the intangible values of cultural

tradition. In Australia there exist many different cultural

groups and the Australian government has followed an

active policy of multi-culturalism. The Venice Charter is
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strongly based on European conditions in its approach.

Thus its application should be limited to sites of Western

heritage values. However, the Burra Charter accepts the

differing cultural values of the various societies in

Australia. In this sense, the Burra Charter is viewed as a

more universal document than the Venice Charter.

4. The China Principles.

The development of Chinese heritage conservation

China has rich heritage resources. There are over

300,000 nationally registered heritage sites which attest

the wealth of Chinese culture and history. 37 sites are

registered on the UNESCO World Heritage List, third only

to Italy of 43 sites and Spain of 41 sites. Prior to the

emergence of a modern legal system in the 1930s, the

protection of these heritage resources was assured

through traditional reverence of historic relics. Traditional

Chinese attitude of intervention was quite different from

the modern conservation ideas. In traditional interventions,

the only goal was to restore collapsed buildings to make

them splendid and grand palaces and mansions.8) Modern

heritage concepts in China came out of the period of the

1930s with the development of the disciplines of

archaeology and architectural history. The most important

figure in the development of Chinese heritage conservation

is Liang Sicheng (1901-1972) who created a new

discipline of Chinese architectural history and

conservation. In his articles on architectural conservation

he demonstrated his ideas of architectural conservation

which was clearly in line with the Venice Charter. He

stated in his 1935 article that “We have the responsibility

to preserve or restore the original state of the architecture

of different periods” and “We should do our best to keep

or restore the forms when these buildings were first

built.”9) Liang's ideas are parallel to those of the Venice

Charter and form parts of modern Chinese cultural

heritage practice today. In 1930 China promulgated its

first law to protect cultural heritage, the Law on the

Preservation of Ancient Objects. In the 1950s and 1960s,

China experienced the Cultural Revolution. Unfortunately,

enormous numbers of historic sites were destroyed for the

cause of the revolution. In the 1980s, China gradually

opened up to the world. Since then heritage conservation

in China has moved towards international trends of

practice. China joined ICOMOS in 1993 and the committee

8) Guolong Lai (eds), 'Valuing the Past in China': The

Seminal influence of Liang Sicheng on Heritage

Conservation in China.' Orientations, Vol. 35 No 2, 2004,
pp.82-89

9) Ibid

agreed that it was time for China to develop its own

professional guidelines. In 1997 the State Administration

for Cultural Heritage(SACH) began a program with the

collaboration of the Australian Heritage Commission

(AHC) and the Getty Conservation Institute(GCI), to

develop a set of principles to guide the conservation and

management of cultural sites in the country. Promulgated

in 2000 by China ICOMOS with the approval of SACH,

The Principles for the Conservation of Heritage Sites in

China – ‘the China principles' ‐are the first set of

professional guidelines for the conservation and

management of cultural heritage in China, in compliance

with the existing legislation of China.10)

The China Principles: differences and similarities from

the Venice Charter and the Burra Charter

The Principles document is divided into two parts. The

first part consists of 38 articles which include general

principles, the conservation process, conservation

principles and conservation interventions. The second part

is 'the Commentary on the Principles' under 16 headings

covering matters such as what conditions must be fulfilled

for a site to be designed as a heritage site; retention of

historic condition; social and economic benefits;

assessment; conservation management plans; conservation

process; management, maintenance, and interpretation;

restoration; reconstruction; treatment of setting;

archaeological sites; commemorative sites.

What ideas and philosophies of heritage conservation

are reflected in the China Principles? First of all, the

China Principles are based on the philosophy of respecting

physical authenticity. Article 2 declares that “The aim of

conservation is to preserve the authenticity of all the

elements of the entire heritage site and to retain for the

future its historic information and all its values.” In this

sense, the basic ideas of the China Principles are generally

concordant with those of the Venice Charter and the

Burra Charter.

The emphasis on physical authenticity suits well to the

conservation of durable materials such as stone, concrete

and brick, but is often in conflict when applied to timber

structures. Timber structure is vulnerable to natural as

well as man‐made hazards such as humid climate,

woodworm, fire and wars, and thus often require

extensive restoration, even rebuilding. The China

Principles accept, warning its impact to the originality,

10) Agnew, Neville and Demas, Martha, P rinciples for the
Conservation of Heritage Sites in China: English

Language Translation, with Chinese Text, of the

Document Issued by China ICOMOS, Los Angles: Getty

Conservation Institute, 2002
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that major restoration work, even restoration through

complete disassembly, is necessary to ensure a stable

condition.(Article 32) This is especially suited to the

Chinese context where the main buildings are generally

made from timber.

Strict physical authenticity is contrary to the

conventional Chinese attitudes of conservation which has

admitted the extensive restoration or rebuilding. O. P.

Agrawal states that Asian attitudes to conservation have

been quite different from the modern philosophy of

conservation. Asians have paid little attention to the

conservation of the original physical form of an artifact. It

hardly mattered to Asians if a broken image was replaced

by a new one.11) Chen Wei and Andreas Aass also argue

that the traditional Chinese conservation approach focused

on the spirit of place while the Western approach focuses

on the material aspect of architectural treasures. They

have illustrated this point with a comparison of the

Acropolis in Greece and the Confucius Temple Complex in

Qufu, China. Although these two places are of the highest

significance, their present forms show dramatically the

difference in philosophical approach to conservation. Both

of them represent an evolution over time to their present

form, but in the Acropolis that development was arrested

at a certain point and today it evokes an image of the

glory of ancient Greece through its architectural remnants.

Today the Acropolis remains a museum piece of

architectural heritage.(Fig.3) The Confucius Temple

Complex, on the other hand, has continuously been

restored, rebuilt and enlarged throughout its history and

thus has lost its original form.(Fig.4) However, it is

arguable that the spirit of place has been furthered by

numerous interventions.12)

Fig. 3 The Parthenon Temple as a museum piece of
architectural heritage: Development was arrested at a
certain point

11) Agrawal, O. P., 'An Asian View of Conservation',

Museum, Vol. 27 No. 4, 1975, pp. 157-160.

12) Wei, Chen and Aass, Andreas, 'Heritage Conservation:

East and West', ICOMOS Information, No. 3, July/Sep.
1989, pp. 3-8.

Fig. 4 The Confucius Temple Complex as a growing structure:
The Temple Complex has continuously been restored,
rebuilt and enlarged throughout its history

The China Principles and the Burra Charter are

common in their 'significance assessment' of a site as the

highest priority of the entire conservation process.(Article

5) In the China Principles, the assessment process

consists of determining the values of a site, its state of

preservation, and its management context.(Article 11) The

China Principles have replaced a traditional method of

continuous renewal with a rigorous assessment of

scientific, historic and artistic value. In fact, China has a

long history, but there are not many buildings remaining

in China. The reason is that most Chinese buildings have

continuously been repaired throughout their life. Most old

buildings lost their original forms because of successive

rebuildings.

The basic ideas of the China Principles are generally

concordant with those of the Venice Charter and the

Burra Charter but they have some unique aspects. First of

all, the China Principles are closely connected with

China's national heritage law while the Burra Charter was

developed without any connection to Australian heritage

legislation. The Burra Charter was developed on Australia

ICOMOS initiative without the intervention of

government. In Australia, the Burra Charter is only a

document of professional ethical guidelines which

practitioners refer to in the field of conservation practices.

There is no room for government to intervene in

conservation procedures. However, although China

ICOMOS is a non-government institution, it is affiliated

with SACH(State Administration for Cultural Heritage).

For this reason, the China Principles were produced by

government initiative with the approval of SACH.13)

Under this condition, the China Principles require that

each step of the conservation process should comply with

the pertinent laws and regulations.(Article 5) The China

Principles are regarded as an authoritative guidance that

was designed within the existing framework of China’s

national heritage laws, allowing room for government

intervention in conservation procedures.

The China Principles define artistic, historic and

scientific values as being the heritage value of a site,

13) Agnew, Neville and Demas, Martha, op.cit.
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while the Burra Charter defines cultural significance as

encompassing aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or

spiritual value.(Article 3) Unlike the Burra Charter, social

values are not clearly identified in the China Principles. It

is understood that the China Principles are intended to

comply with the national heritage legislation which defines

artistic, historic and scientific values as being the heritage

value. Instead, 'the Commentary on the China Principles'

places emphasis on the social and economic benefits of

heritage sites. The Commentary states that the particular

social function of a heritage site should be emphasized so

that it can play a role in the contemporary social life of

the locality, and that the use of heritage sites to create

economic benefit must be directed appropriately.(Section 4

of the Commentary) It is understood that unlike the Burra

Charter and the Venice Charter, the consideration of

economic benefits in the Commentary is due to the fact

that heritage sites are seen as an important revenue

source through tourism. The tourism industry has recently

become an important source of income to China since its

opening to the world.

The concept of the protection of natural landscape is

necessary especially in societies where cultural values are

placed more on the natural environment than on any

structure itself. The China Principles states that “Natural

and cultural landscapes that form part of a site’s setting

contribute to its significance and should be integrated

with its conservation.”(Article 24) This is essential for the

conservation of the intrinsic value of traditional Chinese

architecture which is perceived not only in terms a

building itself, but also, more importantly, in relation to

the deep emotional feeling indicated by its surrounding

natural landscape.

Conservation and management were previously viewed

as separate and independent activities each other in the

field of conservation practices. Due to increased domestic

and international visitors to many heritage sites as China

increasingly integrates into the global community, site

management has become an important issue in China.14)

The China Principles clearly recognize regular

management as the most important means of

conservation.(Article 20) The China Principles integrate

management process well into the whole conservation

processes, emphasizing the role of maintenance and

management.

5. Historic conservation in Korea

Throughout Western countries, the conservation of

14) Sullivan, Sharon, A well‐baked Charter, H istoric
Environment, Vol. 15, No.3, 2001, pp.11-19

historic environment has long been a matter of

professional concern, popular interest and national

policy. Thus academic approaches to historic

conservation have been well explored and conservation

principles are well developed within the Western

tradition. Compared with Western countries, however,

the conservation movement is a relatively recent

phenomenon in Korea. Thus Korean academic

approaches to historic conservation have not been

clearly studied and little attention has been paid to the

development of the conservation policies which are

suited to the cultural and architectural context of

Korea. Conservation is an expression of different

attitudes to architecture by different societies. In this

sense for conservation programmes to be effective in

Korea, conservation policies must be implemented

within the framework of the cultural and architectural

context of Korea. However, recent conservation policies

in Korea have been concentrated almost exclusively on

the physical fabric of the building to be conserved,

thereby leading to the austere maintenance of the

material aspects of the building. It can be said that the

very basic tenets of the present conservation policies

in Korea are to preserve and manage only the physical

form of a structure of historic or aesthetic value.

These conservation policies which emphasize the

maintenance of the material aspects of buildings are

strongly permeated by Western attitudes to architecture

and its conservation. Looked at critically, there are

remarkable differences between the Korean and

Western attitudes to architecture. Western architecture

is understood as a project of mainly aesthetic

significance. In Western architecture, considerable

importance is given to a vivid sense of external form,

centering on the reality of the material world. This

Western attitude to architecture has in turn deeply

permeated in modern conservation principles and

philosophies which emphasize the permanence of the

material aspects of monuments. However traditional

Korean cultural values do not place emphasis on the

material aspects of buildings. The ancient Korean

people tended to place more emphasis on the spiritual

or symbolic messages embodied in buildings rather

than on their external form. As well, ancient Korean

architecture was established on the basis of the

philosophy of respect for the site and surrounding

natural environment. Traditional Korean architecture

was built on the basis of the unique values and

aesthetic sense of Korean culture. P. Oliver states that,

conservation is part of a set of cultural values and

takes place within the framework of a cultural contex
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t.15) Lee Sang-hae criticizes the idea of conservation

being strongly based on the concept of Western

architecture. According to him, traditional Korean

architecture is based on the sense of place where it

stand rather than being understood as an abject which

is formed, and thus conservation policies in Korea need

to be reconsidered on the basis of an understanding of

characteristics of Korean architecture.16) Further

research is required to develop a national document

which is based on the unique values, norms and

aesthetics sense of Korean culture and architecture

rather than on the 'universal’ values which characterize

so much Western culture.

6. Conclusions

The Venice Charter of 1964 has been viewed as a

fundamental international document reflecting the

internationally accepted philosophy for the protection of

architectural heritage. However it has been criticized

that the Venice Charter characterizes so much of

Western value of architecture and its conservation.

Since the 1970s international and national conservation

movements have stressed the importance of

formulating the principles and practices of conservation.

The Burra Charter of 1979 and the China Principles of

2002 were developed to supplement the limitations of

the Venice Charter.

This paper has compared the Venice Charter, the

Burra Charter and the China Principles from a

socio-cultural point of view, identified how the Burra

Charter and the China Principles made responses to

respective local contexts, and explored their

contribution to an international approach for the

conservation of heritage structures and sites.

Throughout the paper it has been demonstrated that

firstly, the Venice Charter's main contribution is the

development of a critical approach to conservative

restoration of ancient monuments. However its focus is

on European-type monuments, reflecting the narrow

scope of conservation at the time when the Charter

was produced. The Charter is not sufficiently universal

to be applied in non-Western countries and thus its

application should be limited to sites of Western

heritage values. Secondly, unlike the Venice Charter,

the Burra Charter makes it no longer fabric bound,

15) Oliver, Paul, op. cit., pp. 2-13.

16) Lee Sang-hae, 'Ecology of Historical-Cultural Environment,

In Kim Hong-Shik, et al(eds), The Conservation of

Cultural Environment and Architecture, Pa;un, Seoul, 1993,

pp. 263-300

enabling it to be applied to all type of place of cultural

significance including natural and indigenous sites. The

Burra Charter makes a special effort to accommodate

cultural diversity of heritage values. In this sense, the

Burra Charter is viewed as a more universal document

than the Venice Charter. Thirdly, the China Principles

are generally concordant with those of the Venice

Charter and the Burra Charter. However, the China

Principles do not admit the enforcement of Western

values of heritage but meet the special needs of

Chinese societies. China's bureaucratic socio-political

system and national economic imperative make the

Document emphasize the compliance with Chinese

heritage legislation and the utilization of heritage sites

as sources to raise revenue through tourism. They also

integrate traditional intervention approaches with recent

international conservation practices.

The Venice Charter, the Burra Charter and the

China Principles have in common the fact that they

advocate the principle of minimum intervention.

However the Burra Charter and the China Principles

accept the general philosophy and principles of the

Venice Charter but are tailored to special local context

and needs. In this sense, the Burra Charter and the

China Principles are regarded as well established in

national conservation practices but also as representing

each country's contribution to contemporary

international conservation practices.

Further research is required to develop a document

which can be widely accepted and adopted as the

standard for the conservation and management of

historic environment in Korea. Such a document, as a

national charter, will serve as a reference and guideline

for the protection of historic sites in Korea and help

establish consistent methodologies for conservation

practitioners. Conservation principles in Korea must be

developed within the framework of socio-cultural

context of Korea.
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